Assessing Functional Roles of the Senescence-Associated Secretory Phenotype (SASP).
Cellular senescence is linked to many normal biological processes, including tumor suppression, development, and wound healing, but it is also associated with age-related pathologies such as cancer progression. Numerous functions of senescent cells depend on their ability to secrete bioactive molecules, a characteristic termed the senescence-associated secretory phenotype (SASP). Although the SASP is generally described as proinflammatory, its true microenvironmental impact and composition may vary according to cell types (i.e., fibroblasts/epithelial, normal/cancerous) and senescence-triggering stimuli (i.e., replicative senescence, DNA damage-induced senescence, oncogene-induced senescence). The SASP reinforces autocrine cell-autonomous functions such as the senescence-associated proliferation arrest, but also mediates potent paracrine, non-cell-autonomous effects. In a paracrine manner, senescent cells influence the remodeling of surrounding tissues and the biology of adjacent cells, including modulation of proliferation and migration/invasion, reinforcement/induction of peripheral senescence, and immune cell activity or recruitment. Overall, the complexity of the context-dependent SASP composition and varied microenvironmental impact demonstrate the importance of properly assessing SASP functions directly on target cells. In this chapter, we focus on experimental approaches to evaluate the impact of SASP on the proliferation and migration/invasion capacities of target cancer cells. These techniques, with combined supplemental notes, will facilitate the assessment of novel functions of senescent cells on their microenvironment, and can be easily adapted beyond the use of the presented SASP-cancer scenario.